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You are the administrator for a network that runs Windows Small Business Server (SBS) 2011
Standard. After completing a migration from Windows Small Business Server (SBS) 2003 to
Windows Small Business Server 2011 Standard, you notice that not all users are displayed in the
Windows Small Business Server 2011 Standard Console. You need to ensure that all user accounts
that were migrated are displayed in the Windows Small Business Server 2011 Standard Console
and that user permissions are not affected. What should you do?

A.	Move the users to the SBSUsers Organizational Unit.

B.	Delete the existing user accounts. Create new user accounts by using the Windows Small
Business Server 2011 Standard Console.

C.	Modify the msSBSCreationState property of the user accounts that were migrated.

D.	Modify the msSBSRoleShowInAUW property of the user accounts that were migrated.

Answer: C

The Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer or MCSE examination gives all professionals within the
info expertise area that rare opportunity to be the perfect in what they do. Microsoft puts premium in
the skills of people who are eager in making a distinction in info systems. The corporate itself comes
up with an internet and classroom-based instruction studying center to boost and improve the
technical skills of IT individuals worldwide. The experience of a MCSE focuses on dealing with
Windows Server 2003 methods edition. Work responsibilities embody the implementation of network
protocols utilizing particular Microsoft software. The implementation course of tackles community
procedures involving the set up, the designing and the configuration of the systems. As well as, a
MCSE skilled should also be capable of exercise trouble taking pictures duties within the networking
environment.

You deploy Forefront Identity Manager (FIM) 2010 in your company network. You configure group
synchronization between the Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) domain and the FIM Portal. 

You discover that when you add a new user to a group through the FIM Portal, the group
membership successfully flows to the domain. However, if you delete all users from the group, the
domain group membership is not updated. 

The Microsoft Company has launched its on-line data programs so as to assist IT professionals
around the globe to cope up with new and upgraded technical and pc-based networks. A full entry to
the data about community programs is available. Producing a talented programs engineer is
significant to the worldwide operation of Microsoft. However, to qualify for the MCSE exam, it is vital
that an individual has a big publicity in networking environment. With out the applying experience,
an IT person will discover it obscure the ideas pertaining to community processing. A relevant
employment duration is indeed essential to ensure that an individual to know the ideas of systems
application.
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The preparation leading to the actual MCSE examination is important to every IT professional who
desires to be on prime of their area when the results come out. Due to the difficult means of getting
a passing mark, the supply of reference materials about networking methods is numerous.
Nonetheless, examiners must strategy all practice strategies with caution. Not all supplies are useful
or useful to the individual. There are data which contains the necessary options for network
problems however such information may be considered insignificant. It must be noted that the
instrument used throughout the exam is especially connected to the Home windows Server 2003
version. Matters that don't comply or match with the server is kind of useless. For an MCSE to be
prime level materials, getting that certification means everything.

Preparing for the MCSE Exam takes extra than just information to get through. The sensible test
concerned through the examination will be a job reserved for technical familiarity concerning the
community environment. To be able to focus only on related sources of information about the test,
it's advised that review supplies to be utilized must bear the Microsoft Licensed Observe Take a
look at Provider logo. The contents of these preparation instruments will guide the examinees in
direction of gaining enough information and expertise to hurdle the examination. Regardless of the
obtainable reference merchandise from Microsoft, varied sources about community programs open
their doors to many at a value which tempting for most people to consider. The costs of these so-
referred to as references are cheaper in comparison with the software program from Microsoft.
Precaution towards useless contents of these merchandise must be applied. It is most popular that
demo tests must be checked prior to buying apply examination items. The MCSE examination is
supported by authorized teams that supplies software useful during the preparation. Consultations
among examinees should even be carried out with a view to share useful information. Furthermore,
a Microsoft simulation examination software is offered to help the IT professionals get a really feel of
the real test.
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Zhuimeng - About Author:
a MCSE Certifications is a good way of boosting your morale since they provide you courage to
handle any kind of laptop downside and that can definitely earn you respect from your employer.
The corporate you work for will take notice of your abilities and competence therefore awarding you
with a job promotion or different incentives in return.
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